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Designer BBL PicturePerfect© File Instructions 
 

Any question please email support@bblsystems.com or call 800-587-7277 x 292.  
 
We will take as much information as you can provide, but at a minimum your style 
number and a couple of images, such as front and back images is what we need. but 
we can accept alot more if available. 
 
Create a Spreadsheet (exel or CSV) file that contains these columns: 
 
VendorStyle,Description,ReorderCost,Price1,SizesAvail,Colors1Avail,Colors1Label,Col
ors2Avail,Colors2Label,Colors3Avail,Colors3Label,ImageURL1,ImageURL2,ImageUR
L3,ImageURL4,Season,SeasonYear 
 
Column Definitions 
 
Vendor style is your style number 
Reorder cost is the wholesale price 
Price 1 would be a MSRP 
SizesAvail is the size range, could be entered as 0-20 or better is 
0,02,04,06,08,10,12,14,16,18,20 
Colors1Avail is the colors the style comes in separated by commas (maximum color is 
25 characters [characters between commas is 25]0 
 
We can support 3 color charts if the dress has multiple color components in 
Colors2Avail 
Colors3Avail 
 
Colors1Label, Colors2Label, Colors3Label are the component name of the 
style the color chart applies to.  Examples are bodice, skirt, belt 
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ImageURL2,ImageURL3,ImageURL4 are the image web urls 
 
Season is FALL or SPRING 
SeasonYear is 2017, 2018 etc 
 
Skip any column you do not want to complete, empty/blank is ok.  But remember as a 
minimum I need STYLE  & Image URLS 
 
Wrong/Correct tips: 
 
Remove any extra characters in the vendor style. 
 
WRONG: 
 
,STYLE: 1756 ,"Slight V Scoop neck and racerback. High-low Luxe 
Chiffon skirt with pockets and light 
Sogathering.",,,,,,,,,,,0-26,,,,,,,http://barijay.com/uploads/ProductsSide1/765.jpg,,,,,, 
 
CORRECT: 
 
,1756 ,"Slight V Scoop neck and racerback. High-low Luxe Chiffon skirt 
with pockets and light 
gathering.",,,,,,,,,,,0-26,,,,,,,http://barijay.com/uploads/ProductsSide1/765.jpg,,,,,, 
 
WRONG: 
 
,STYLE: BC-1750 & BC-1750-S (Short Version),"Sweetheart neckline with 
beaded spaghetti straps. Maxi skirt with pockets, front and back 
pleats.",,,,,,,,,,,0-26,,,,,,,http://barijay.com/uploads/ProductsSide1/765.jpg,,,,,, 
 
CORRECT: 
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,BC-1750,"Sweetheart neckline with beaded spaghetti straps. Maxi skirt 
with pockets, front and back 
pleats.",,,,,,,,,,,0-26,,,,,,,http://barijay.com/uploads/ProductsSide1/765.jpg,,,,,, 
 
,BC-1750-S,"Sweetheart neckline with beaded spaghetti straps. Maxi 
skirt with pockets, front and back 
pleats.",,,,,,,,,,,0-26,,,,,,,http://barijay.com/uploads/ProductsSide1/765.jpg,,,,,, 
 
Examples of Season entry are:  Fall 2017  or Spring 2016 
 
ImageURL1 should be the front of the dress 
 
ImageURL2 would be the back, if available 
 
Example of image URL is: 
http://www.allurebridals.com/assets/1550/7_9450F.jpg 
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